
OUTDOOR PROJECTS

end to end signage solu�ons



Vision

INITIATIVE
INNOVATIVE
PERSISTENT

PASSION
PEOPLE

PERFORMANCE

To assist individual and organizations to build 
identity and get them recognized across the globe.

Values



About Us

Our Achievements

“Science without religion is lame, Religion  without  science  is  blind.”
                                                                                             ------  Albert Einstein 

So,  “A business without sign is lame and blind.”

Electrographics Sign is a complete visual display consultant and provider. n April 2000 t was established in I , i
India by M. Sirajuddin Shaikh. He has  experience in various fields  visual artsachieved vast and global of  and 
advertising  been honoured with various awards . As a talented artist and creative designer he has since 
childhood.

Our workshop of 5000 sq.ft is well equipped with wide range of machineries. The staff stands from artists,  
graphic designers, architects, engineers, interior designers, fabricators, sign technicians and painters, 
electricians.  and machinery under one roof  a complete sign and display Our innovative team proves us to be
provider.

We offer a full range of interior and exterior signs with  designs. Moreover we ar  experts in  the latest e
generating wayfinding  and installation services. Our product quality and service signs personalized s of our 
experts  matchless signage and  are  in graphic industry.

To provide consulting, designing, fabricating superior quality, durable and stunning array of signage solutions 
along with a comprehensive gamut of services to PAN India by 2025.

Our Mission

It is the blessing of Almighty  us th  success in reward for our pious services. We thank for to give e Almighty Allah 
showing us the right way to enjoy what is good and forbid what is wrong. We abstain from working with 
products uch as alcohol  , harmful to humanity s , tobacco, etc.
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Facade | Chanel Letter
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Facade | Aluminum Chanel Letter
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Open Air | Aluminum Chanel Letter LED lighting Juhu Beach, Mumbai
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Facade | SS Chanel Letter with LED light Mumbai Central
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3D Signage | LED lighting
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3D Signage | LED lighting
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Pylon
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3D Signage | LED lighting
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Terrace Sign | Aluminum Acrylic Chanel Letter with LED Lighting New Mumbai
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3D Signage | LED lighting
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3D Signage | LED lighting Int’l Airport, Mumbai
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SS 3D box letter | LED lighting Santacruz, Mumbai
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Aluminum Chanel Letter Hoarding | LED lighting Bangalore
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Aluminum Chanel Letter Hoarding | LED lighting Bangalore
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Facade Graphics | Digital Print Chennai
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SS 3D box letter | LED lighting Nerul, Mumbai
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Aluminum Acrylic Chanel Letter with LED Lighting BKC, Mumbai
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ACP 3D Signage | Aluminum Acrylic Chanel Letter with LED Lighting Khar, Mumbai
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SS Matt/Mirror Gold 3D box letter with LED Lighting



www.egsign.co
www.electrographicsign.com

834, Adarsh Nagar | New Link Road | Opp. Gujarat Bhavan | Jogeshwari (W) | Mumbai-400102 (India)
Tel: +9122 26740355 | M: +91 9892255066  | +91 9167955066  | +91 7718862001 

email: egsign@gmail.com | info@egsign.co  | account@egsign.co 

ELECTROGRAPHICS SIGN PVT. LTD. 

Hyderabad: 

Mobile: +91 8080455066  Email:   egsign1@gmail.com  Website: www.egsign.co|  |  

10-3-12, Humayun Nagar | Near Hasan Hotel | Opp. Kaman, Mehdipatnam | Hyderabad-500028  


